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Welcome Delegates 
- - - - X 
My name is Binhan and I will be your director for this 
committee. Most people assume that I am political science or 
international relations major since I participate in Model 
United Nations, but I am actually a Forensic Science major with 
a Criminal Profiling minor. I have been doing MUN since high 
school and I really enjoy the overall environment that MUN has 
for everyone.  
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For this committee, we are the Human Rights Council and I 
thought that Refugee/Immigration Crisis would be fitting because 
not only is it relevant, but I also believe that no one should 
be kicked out of their own country or be pushed away by a 
different country simply because of political and/or religious 
views. I expect a lot out of this committee and a lot of amazing 
resolutions, however; I understand that many of you guys, this 
committee will be your first time competing so do not feel 
afraid asking questions concerning anything about the committee. 
I do allow computers during session and research throughout the 
weekend. Position papers will not be required this weekend, 
although there is an optional position paper award up for grabs.  

I do expect that everyone comes prepared and has a solid 
understanding of their assigned country; furthermore, for 
additional research materials please use the sources provided 
throughout this guide. 

Best of luck,  

Binhan Le 
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Committee History 
- - - - X 
The current United Nations 
Human Rights Council or UNHRC 
was founded on March 15, 
2006, in Geneva, Switzerland 
The goals and initiatives set 
forth by the UNHRC allow for 
the development of friendly 
relations based on respect 
for the principles of equal 
rights and the 
self-determinations of 

people 1. The UNHRC was ultimately replaced the United Nations 
Commission on Human Rights.  

In order to guide and steer its principles, the UNHRC adopted 
The Institution Building package. The Institution Building 
package includes the Universal Periodic Review (UPR). The UPR is 
a mechanism which is used to assess human rights situations in 
all UN member states 1.  

The UPR is annually assessed based on a set of documents 
presented by the state, as well as a number of criteria 
established by select NGOs and the UNHRC body.  

UNHRC consists of 47 UN member states, which rotates every three 
years  and as of 2019 over 100 UN member states have served 2. 
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Topic  
Introduction  

The mission statement of the United Nations Human Rights Council is to work for the protection 

of all human rights for all people; to help 

empower people to realize their rights; and to 

assist those responsible for upholding such rights 

in ensuring that they are implemented4 and one 

of  the  council’s main concerns is to help those 

that have been misplaced. Within the last year, 

over 70 million people were displaced 
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worldwide, about 30 millions of those misplaced were refugees and about 4 million were asylum 

seeking; with about 57% of those misplaced coming from Syria, Afghanistan and South Sudan3 

 

Key Issues  

The safety of refugees/immigrants is a main priority as many are forced to leave their countries 

due to economic, political and religious conflict that have affected their daily life and safety. As 

of 2013, the United Nations has deemed the Syrian Civil War the “worst humanitarian disaster 

since the end of the cold war” as the civil dispute to this date has well over 200,000 casualties”5.  

Another crisis that has claimed many lives and displaced many to neighboring countries is the 

Rohingya Crisis. The Rohingya crisis is caused by political issues as all of the population of the 

Rohingya people were denied civil, economic and human rights by Myanmar’s government, thus 

displacing many and causing a civil war6. While refugee’s safety within their home country is at 

risk, we must also consider the safety in host countries. For example, the Rohingya people that 

have no protection to seek asylum in Bangladesh due to their denial of human rights as they as 

considered stateless by the Myanmar’s government. The lack of protection for the 

refugees/immigrants in host countries takes a direct toll and negatively impacts all aid programs 

and non-governmental organizations as many of these programs do not want to go and help as 

they fear for their own safety in countries that lack protection5. Another issue besides the safety 

and protection of refugees is shelters and resources in host countries. With the exponential 

increase in refugees/immigrants seeking asylum in neighboring and host countries, such as 

Syrian refugees seeking asylum in neighboring countries such as Jordan and Turkey, the amount 

of shelters and resources such as water also decrease thus leaving many living outside of camps. 
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According to the UN, they estimate that about 85% of Syrian refugees are living outside of 

camps5. Furthermore, the exponential increase in refugees in host countries negatively impact a 

country’s ability to deliver social services such as health checks. This influx of refugees also 

causes a strain on the host country’s economic status, therefore many have denied refugees 

asylum. Besides protection,economic strain, and lack of shelter; the separation of the families 

which can be seen with Syrian families being separated but also with families affected by the 

United States and Mexico border crisis. Many kids are being separated from their parents when 

caught crossing the border. All of these issues have caused many to either become stateless thus 

losing their human rights but also many have been separated from their family, which is 

considered a human rights violation according to the United Nations. 
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Stances  

 

The stances of countries play a key role in the 

refugee and immigration policies. Many 

countries have an open refugee and immigration 

policy such as Canada. Their refugee system is 

regulated by the Immigration and Refugee 

Protection Act7 which consists of the Refugee Asylum Program. The Refugee Protection Act 

(RPA)  means that the government is responsible for providing resources and support for 

refugees. On the other hand, there are countries such as Turkey and Lebanon have refugee 

policies that are open due to the fact that they are neighboring countries to Syria therefore, many 

refugees will go there first seeking asylum.  However, there are still countries with policies that 

prevent many refugees and immigrants to seek asylum, such as the United States. Since 9-11, the 

United States’ immigration policy has become more strict, making it harder for many to seek 

asylum; furthermore, since President Trump took office, there have been more immigration 

policies placed specifically, policies made for the US/Mexico border. These policies have caused 

many to be separated from their families. Families are also being held in places with poor 

conditions. It is also important to consider that while, government policies play a big role; 

religion and economy also play a big role in whether a country is willing to let refugees seeking 

asylum. 
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Questions to Consider 

- Is the separation of families, considered a human rights violation?  

- Is the denial of economic, social, and political rights considers a human rights violation? 

- What are some solutions that can help alleviate the economic strain that 

refugees/immigrants put on a host country? 

-  What measures can be taken to account for those that are not living in shelters due to 

lack of housing? 

- How do we provide protection to stateless people that have been denied human rights in 

host countries?  

- Can a country simply deny refugees due to economic, political, and religious reasons? 

- How does a country’s stance on the issue at bay influence their willingness to open doors 

to refugees and immigrants?  
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